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NO. 15

OHIO VALLEY TOURNEY SATURDAY
Thl'ee Rounds of Debate
Entel'ed by Ten Schools

Sodalists Plan · For

Tomorrow, more than 70
debaters, debate coaches, and
guests from 10 colleges and
universities w i 11 converge
upon the Xavier Campus to
participate in the Poland
Philopedian Society's annual

Day Of- Reparation
By Bob }1tellke, Neavs Associate Etlitor
"Have regard, we beseech Thee, 0 Lord, to the ineffable
charity of the Heart of Thy beloved Son; that what we offer
may be an acceptable gift and an atonement for our sins."
These words of petition from the Secret of the Mass are
uttered by the priest on the Feast of the Sacred Heart, June
17. But to the Xavier student these words have a more prox-

Ohio Valley Tournament.
Three rounds of debate will
follow an assembly of the cCJntestants in the Albert D. Cash
Memorial Conference Room at
9:30 a.m. After the debates have
imate meaning. On Monday,
been completed, the Ohio Valley
March 14, a Day of Reparation to lead the assembled in the LitTrophy will be awarded to the
any
of
the
Sacred
Heart
and
the
to the Sacred Heart of Jesus will
Above are four members of the SOllality's committee which is debate unit which has earned the
be conducted throughout the day Rosary on the quarter hour, be- illanning l\'londay's Day of Reparation. Left to right arc John Pen- best record.
ginning
about
9: 15 a.m.
on campus, in reparation for the
The topic of the debates is "ReAt 1: 30 p.m., a Holy Hour will nington, Dave Zwick, Jack Davis, an<l Stan Weber. Photo by Karches
many sins of the present day
be· held, with the sermon
solved: That the United States
world.
preached by the Rev. Charles J.
should extend diplomatic recogBeginning with the Holy Sac- Brannen, S.J. The Host will be
nition to the Communist governrifices of the Mass at 8: 30 a.m. exposed until 4: 30 p.m. for adorment of China." This is the nain Bellarmine Chapel, the pro- ation. All students have been intional intercollegiate debate top. gram, with its objective set at vited by the Sodality to make
ic, which was selected by a na500 man-hours of adoration from at least an half-hour visit, thereThe 62nd annual Alumni Oratorical Contest is scheduled tion wide poll of college debate
the student body, continues at by insuring the realization of the to be held the night of Thursday, March 31. This year, eight coaches.
9 a.m. with the exposition of the goal set.
Debate units are coming from
speakers will be selected from those who try out to speak in
Holy Eucharist. During the time
The Sodality, under whose
Centre College, Danville, Ky.;
the
Dorothy
Albers
Fine
Arts
Room
that
evening.
of adoration, an "honor guard" sponsorship this Day of ReparaMr. William E. Sauter, assistant professor of philosophy, University of Cincinnati; Denison
of two Sodalis~s will be present tion is being held, is also seeking
University, Gran vi 11 e, Ohio;
to insure the membership of who is in charge of the contest,
Georgetown College, George minutes.
It
is
also
customary
for
every Catholic student at the has announced that all students,
town, Ky.; Indiana University,
university in the Apostleship of who are interested in competing the orator to wear formal attire Bloomington, Ind.; University of
on
the
evening
of
the
contest.
Prayer. A booth is to be erected should appear in room 10 of the
Each speaker may pick his own Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.; Uniin
the first floor lobby of the Library building at 1: 30 p.m. on
Plans for the all-Irish Xavtopic.
The topic should be one versity of Louisville; Miami UniLibrary Building, and a Sodalist March 21 for a trial presentation
ier Presents program for St. will be available there from 9 of their speeches.
which is appropriate to the oc- versity, Oxford, Ohio; Morris
Harvey College, Charleston, W.
Patrick's Day on March 17 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday to enroll
The traditional length of the casion.
Va.; and Ohio Wesleyan UniverThe
contest
was
formerly
held
speechr;s is between eight and ten
call for master of ceremonies those desiring membership.
sity,
Delaware, Ohio.
on the holiday of George WashTom Tully of the class of '52
Indiana University and Denisington's Birthday and was named
to preside over the show.
after that day. Ever since the on University are each entering
· Featured on the cast of the St.
regular elate. had been changed, two debate units. Each unit inPatrick's Day show will be Gene
the contest name has also fol- cludes four debaters who comJochem of Xavier, Gea Sue Frede
lowed suit, being named after pose an affirmative team and a
of the College of Music, Pat Theil
"Communism in the Free World Today," will be Louis F. th e sponsoring organization. negative team. The University of
of Villa Madonna College, the
Kentucky is bringing a spare
Budenz's
subject when he speaks before an invitational con- Since the contest was inaugurated
Brown Sisters, formerly of Seton
in 1893, the Alumni Association negative team to participate in
High, Ruth Ann Costello of With- vocation in the Armory next Wednesday. The tremendous has always given the prize medal. practice rounds with members of
threat to our government from the communists will be disrow, and the Quints of Regina.
The judges for the evening will the Philopedian Society.
The regular combo of Dan cussed fully, including "dope" concerning the tricks used to be a member of the Xavier faculThe tournament is under the
La~ely, Jerry Davis, Harry Car- infiltrate important political and
ty, a dioscesean priest, and a direction of three of the Society's
son, and Dale Banfill will pro- security positions.
high representative of the Alumni officers, Bob Siegenthaler, presivide music.
dent; Tom Kerver, vice-presiAssociation.
Probably no other man has told
Rev. John H. Reinke, S.J., inThe basis for judgment will be
(Continued on Page 3)
structor of psychology and phi- so much to the Federal Bureau
on four points: (1) the content
losophy, will render a capsule of Investigation about the inner
of the talk, (2) the personal apworkings of the communist party
version of his Gershwin Concert
pearance of the orator, (3) the
than Mr. Budenz. He had been
on the March 25 show. He will
audience contact of the speaker,
a leading member of the party
be assisted by Adele Gratsch,
and (4) the mechanics of the prefor ten years when in Oct., 1945,
So great has been the demand
sentation.
Caryl Kemper, and Kathy Guar- he announced that he had refor
tickets . for Rev. John H.
The
Master
of
Ceremonies
of
in of Edgecliff, Midge Holtz of signed and was returning to the
the contest will be as usual, sen- · Reinke's popular piano - choral
the Conservatory of Music and Catholic Church.
ior class president Bill Sweeney. presentation of "Gershwin's Life
the Bellarmine Choir, Tom PowAll undergraduates are eli- in Music"-originally scheduled
ers and Dan Shannon of Xavier, . Resulting from his leaving the
gible to enter the tryouts on for just two performances, March
Allen Leeds of the College of party, he was giving up his job
March 21. Additional informa- 2 and 9-that it has been necesMusic, and Dick Hartman of the as managing editor of the New
York Daily Worker, and as prestion can be secured from Mr. sary to arrange for a third presBellarmine Choir.
ident of the corporation which
entation, to be given on Tuesday
Sauter.
was publishing that paper. Being
evening, March 22. The program
a former member of the national
will be held in the Xavier UniBrtckeye .Clrtb Claooses versity Armory on Winding Way
committee of the communist
party qualifies him to be one of
New Slctte of Officers and will begin at 8:15 p.m.
Louis F. Budenz
Included among the works to
Beginning this evening at the the formost experts on MarixismThe Buckeye Club, one or
Deshler-Hilton Hotel in Colum- Leninism, which is the real basis ists, · and Men Without Faces, many campus regional organiza- be performed by Fr. Reinke are
bus, Ohio, representatives from of the communist ideolgy.
which deals with communist con- tions, elected new officers at a Strike Up the Band, Rhapsody in
During the past several years, spiracy.
the Catholic colleges of the Ohiorecent meeting. The Xavier men Blue, Of Thee I Sing, and many
Kentucky region of the NFCCS Mr. Budenz has given some 4000
In 1954, Mr. Budenz published that were elected to office in the others.
Admission is $1.25. Tickets may
will take· part in a Regional hours of his time, furnishing in- a classroom textbook called, The Buckeye club are Al Cincione,
Workshop which will last through formation as to the tactics and Techniques of Communism, for president; Bill Douthitt, secre- be bought at the door or in advance. Requests for tickets not
personnel of the communists, He the purpose of instruction on this
Sunday afternoon.
tary; and John Donovan, treas- accompanied by full payment will
has
testified
at
scores
of
trials
subject. This work, one of his urer.
The Xavier delegation will be
not be honored. Requests for
headed by ·John Grupenhoff, re- and investigations and has toured latest designs, is written particutickets should be mailed to Xavgional vice president, Bill Glueck, the United States and Canada on larly for the benefit of communregional forensics chairman, and numerous speaking engagements. ity leaders, of whom there are Coke Concert Cancelled ier Forum Festival, Cincinnati 7.
Because of this added concert,
His current book, The Cry Is now some 2000 "alumni."
John VanFlandern, who will give
The Lenten Coke Concert orthe
regularly scheduled Forum
"Communism
in
t
he
F
r
e
e
a speech on the functions of the Peace, is the study of Soviet iniginally · scheduled for this week
Xavier Speakers Bureau. At the filtration in the U.S. His former World Today," as presented by has been cancelled, Dean of l\len Festival talk by Louis Budenz
meeting there will be election of works are, This Is My Story, an Louis F. Budenz, is scheduled for Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman has will be presented Friday evening,
March 18, instead of Wednesday
regional officers for the coming account of his experiences while 1: 30 p.m., Wednesday. All stu- announced.
evening, March 16.
in connection with the commun- dents are invited.
year.

Alumni Orcitorical Contest Set
For Mar. 31; Tryouts Required

'Xa·vier Presents' To
Highlight Irish Day

To

Address
Louis F. Budenz
Student Body on Commu11ism

Additional Concert
In Fortun Festival

XU Sends Delegates
To-NFCCS Cong1·ess
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Fr. Stechschulte

I

mmeasurable is the word which.best describes both Xavier's
loss of Rev. Victor C. Stechschulte, S.J. and the lesson of
his last days which he taught to all those who were willing
to learn through observation.
His reputation as a scientist was of the highest quality.
A member of the international corps of Jesuit seismologists,
he was honored for his outstanding contributions in his field
by scientists across the country and by scientific societies.
As a teacher and as chairman of the mathematics and
physics department, Fr. Stechschulte offered his guidance to
many young scientists who sought to share at least a portion
of his vast store of knowledge.
The Editors drew great confidence from their realization
that they always could call upon Fr. Stechschulte, in his capacity as Editorial Consultant to The News, for the advice of
a great scholar and a wise priest.
During his last years at Xavier, there is no doubt that he
was undergoing a considerable amount of suffering. But no
one heard him complain, no one failed to see a smile on his
face, and he never let up in his research, his teaching, and
his devotion to the service of his God and his neighbor.
Great were Fr. Stechschulte's accomplishments as a scientist, scholar, and teacher. But greater than all these was the
lesson which can be drawn from his willing and uncomplaining endurance of the cross of physical hardship in his later
life.
Immeasurable is the loss we have suffered. Immeasurable
is the lesson he -taught. And, we do not doubt, immeasurable
is the reward he received.

A New Library
t first, it must have been quite a shock for solidly conservative Cincinnatians to discover that they owned a
library which is uniquely modern. The differences between
the old converted opera house next to The Enquirer Building
and the new structure are so great that it is difficult to believe that the old structure was actually used as a library for
many long years.
·
Now that we have had time to orient ourselves to the new
library structure, with its pneumatic tubes, dumbwaiters, rubber conveyer belts, plastic furniture, and glass walls which
seem to support a massive stack of bricks, we commend the
library board and the citizens of Cincinnati for a job that is
truly well done.
While on a tour of inspection, we noticed several familiar
faces among those who were inspecting their new piece of
real estate in an effort to understand the mysteries of moderninity. We are positive that those who have not as yet
investigated the new Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton
County will find that a trip to Eighth and Vine is highly rewarding.

A

The Mart
enator J. W. Fulbright, chairman of the Senate Banking
Committee, is currently conducting a "friendly study of
the stock market." He intends to dig out the facts behind the
rapid increase in the value of stocks. Keith Funston, president
of the New York Stock Exchange, has presented Senator
Fulbright with some startling facts.
More people who earn less than 5000 dollars a year are
investing in stocks than those people whose annual incomes
exceed 10,000 dollars. From 1929 to 1954, disposable income
has increased from 83 billion to 254 billion dollars and personal savings have increased from four billion to 20 billion
dollars, _while total credit for the purchase of securities has
decreased from 8.4 billion to 1.9 billion dollars. These factors
have effected the replacement of mass speculation, which was
prevalent in the 1920's, by mass investment.
Although some spurious practices may be found in the
operations of the stock market, Senator Fulbright will find
that the "bull market" of 1955 differs from that of 1929 in
three respects. First, current market evaluations, as indicated
by the Dow-Jones industrial stock averages, do not appear to
have gone to extremes when measured by past relationships.
Second, the volume of stock market credit, though greatly
expanded over the past year, is relatively m.oderate. Third,
more concern is warranted by the rate at which stock market
prices and credit have been rising than over the actual level
so far attained.
If Senator Fulbright, through this investigation, can reveal to ~he people the mystery cloaking the operations of the
stock market and the danger of buying securities in the hope
of selling them at higher prices in the near. future, his investigation will be a success.

S
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FROM THE BLACK LAGOON

AWRIGHT!
A\JR IGHT!
I'LL BUY A
PARKING

OF NOTE
By Dick Costello
.,..,~1.--.1t.-.11-11._n~11.-11~1~-..~

When an orchestra like the
Berrrn.- Philharmonic makes a
personal appearance in Cincinnati, one comes to realize
what he is missing living out-

STICKER!

side of Europe. As great an orchestra as can be heard anywhere
took Music Hall for its own Saturday night with the finest
Handel to be performed here in
an eon, and from there proceeded
to build one magical performance after another. The interesting, but not earth-shaking
Concertante Music for Orchestra

by Boris Blocher, was handled
with discerning grace, in sample
of modern music. Programming
proof of true interpreti've playing
of Beethoven's 5th could have
been for two reasons: it is pop- ,
ular with Americans, or to show
Americans how it should be
played. I'm sure it was the latter.
I thought it merely a subjecti've
observation on my part that certain 'romantic' portions of Strauss'
Don J1tan were too well' piayed,
too stressed, but the same thing
seemed
to happen in an encore
By Httns Geisler
of the Tannhauser overture. However, a touch of honey can do
little to a Tannhauser played as
In the world of today, which is overrun with the material- that one was. Cincinnati in standistic concept of getting ahead and with ungodliness to the ing ovation had been touched to
extent of being almost pagan, it i~ very surprising and, indeed, the soul of great music It is such
enlightening to find a place of quiet and peace. Such, how- reasons as this Berlin Philharmonic that Stan Kenton ,gets betever, is the Trappist monastery of Our Lady of Gethsemani.
ter reviews in Europe than the
Here 250 monks live a life of
Boston Symphony.
contemplation and sacrifice. In fancy meal planning most modThe 1>olitical prelude to this
order to become Trappists, these ern dieticians advocate, th e
concert,
not so 1>leasant, was the
men left everything which the monks seem to thrive on their
distributi{m of mimeographed cirworld offered them in the way plain and monotonous fare.
of material gain and personal
The whole life and schedule of culars charging conductor Herprestige. Men from every walk the Trappists sounds rigorous be1·t von Karajan ancl orchestra
of life, they have forsaken their and not at all pleasant. But to see manager, Gerhart von Westerfamilies, their loved ones, and these men going about their daily man, with "responsibility for the
their friends to pursue the in- tasks, whether it be prayer or cold-blooded murcler of thousfinite and eternal love of God. work, is to see saints in action. ands of Americans." That they
Trappists are allowed only a few The monks never frown. They and many others joined the Nazi
personal possessions, and then never use angry words or invec- 11arty in 1933 seems as insignifionly such things as r~iors. Since tive. They never need to because cant as the Nazi party itself did
complete silence is one of their they are completely happy. to most pco11le in 1933. Westerrules and since they are never Theirs is a life of holiness. They man's 1n·evention of clarinetist
allowed to engage in personal are as close to God as anyone Ernst Fischer's Jewish wife's inconversation, only a few rare ex- can possibly get on this earth. On ternment, von ICarajan's open deceptions occur when these men their faces is reflected the radi- fiance of Nazi threats, and a
are allowed to talk. Their diet ance of God's love. In their man- yearly 11erformance of Bach's "St.
Matthew Passion" in. Aachen,
includes no meat, eggs or fish. , ner one can see Christ.
It consists mostly of bread and a
An astounding thing is the s11calc for tliemselves of those
form qf vegetable soup. Although great increase in Trappist voca- trnublecl times.
This campaign (Winchell conthis menu isn't in line with the
(Continued on Page 7)
spired during Brotherhood Week)
is lamentable. Such feelings that
a man's artistic ability cannot be
divorced from his national or poJitical leanings, past or present,
are the first step towards state
supervision of culture, that Hitler
himself attempted, and that the
Soviets today possess.

Shufflin'
Around

Obiter Dicta
By Don Hellkamp

Just how much can a fellow take before he reaches the
breaking point? I mean really there ought to be a law against
that selfish type of individual who places his own interests
before those of the group, thus leaving the group, bewildered,
perplexed, and in a state of nervous anxiety which cries out
for that knowledge so necessary it is not too hard to see the South
for peace of mind in this modern Hall Revolution taking its place
day and age.
beside the Declaration of IndeWhat if this unspeakle wretch pendence and the Tennis Court
did pay five cents for the paper'! Oath in man's fight for freedom.
Is that any sign he can, after a
Does the Constitution guarancursory glance, walk off with the tee freedom from want? Well, I
funnies and sports section, leav- want to know what Dennis the
ing the worthless front page, edi- Menace is up to, and I want to
torials, and want ads for the rest eyeball those lovely ladies that
of the scavenger intelligentia who our All-American boys Steve and
thirst for the latest information Terry keep meeting. Come on,
about Long Sam and Snuffy fellows, there are 1200 students
Smith?
but only 20 Enquirers. Give the
The situation is getting very rest of us a break and read the
desperate. If it keeps up there's · funnies first. Cruel and unusual
no telling to what low the morale , punishments are outlawed by the
and morals at Xavier might sink. Constitution; and it's downright
With but a minimum of imagina- unconstitutional what you are
tion and a maximum of foresight doing.

"' "' "'

After the appearance of the
Ballet Espagnols earlier this year,
Jose Greco's "Brooklyn Spanish"
was feeble in comparison. Ravel's
Bolero, an obvious crescendo
piece, was employed with more
dancers in the beginning than at
the important conclusion. Lola de
Ronda approached the best form
of the evening, especially when
alone and not beside the neon
form of Senor Greco, but Teresa
Maya has succeeded in lowering
the charm of Spanish humor to
mere slapstick. Mr. Greco himself
seems to dance more like Gene
Kelly than a Spaniard. Thanks,
however, must go to the·featured
guitarist and to the pianist for
"soloing" something other than
Ritual Fire Dance or Malaguena.

"'

..

Two weeks ago Thor Johnson
presented a good Mozart Symphony in A, but part two of the
program was something else
again. Mahler's Song of the Earth
is said to be unlike anything else
he ever wrote. That is an understatement. The melancholy, al(Continued on Page 3)
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Fr. Stechschulte Dies Of Heart Attack
Noted Seismologist Had Long Career as Priest,
Scientist, Teacher, Served Xavier Since 1932
By Bob illcmley, News illmwgirrg Editor
Xavier's "earthquake priest,'' Rev. Victor C. Stechschulte,
S.J., chairman of the department of mathematics and physics,
died of a heart attack in his room in Hinkle Hall during the
afternoon of Thursday, March 3. Fr. Stechschulte, who was
best known as the director of the Xavier University Seismological Observatory, had been
recognized as an outstanding authority on deep focus earth-

Rev. Victor C. Stcchsclrnlte, S.J.

schultc joined the Xavier faculty.
While studying in California, he
directed the seismographic stations at the University of California, Stanford University, and
at Lick Observatory of Mount
Hamilton.
Recently, at a special symposium attended by leading seismologists at John Carroll University,
Fr. Stechschulte was cited by Dr.
Perry Byei·ly, secretary of the

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
The campus community of faculty and students at Xavier University feel a profound loss in
the death of Father Stechschulte.
He was a friendly, modest professor who held the admiration
of all who knew him. Through
his nationally recognized scholarshi11 he made a notable contribution to the research in the field
of seismology. His influence in
the classroom is reflected in the
lives of two generations of students at Xavier.
VERY REV.
JAMES F. MAGUIRE, S.J.

OF NOTE

(Continued from page 2)

most macabre score is enough to
make spectres of the whole orchestra. Besides the need of
strong voices as part of the orchestra, this Mahler is without
doubt, one of the hardest works
to understand in modern music.

• • •

There is no symphony this
week, but a recital at 8: 30 at the
Conservatory tomorrow by Stanley Friedberg and the Augustana

Choir at the Taft, Wednesday at
B: :~o.

Jorie Garrigue's recital in the
Cash Room (which I missed,
blast it), was our sole offering
from the Fine Arts Committee
this year. It, I'm told, had to appoint a student sub-committee
for the job. Xavier! What's Happened?
Fr. Reinke's Gershwin Concert will be reviewed next week.

ure.

A native of Leipsig, Ohio, Fr.
Stechschulte leaves two brothers,
Seismological Society of America Cl arence J . Stec h sch u lt e, L'ima,
and professor· of geophysics at Ohio, and Robert J. Stechschulte,
the University of California for L a k·ewoo d , Oh'10; th ree sis
· ters,
his "classic" doctoral dissertation
Miss Emelia Stechschultet Lakeon deep focus earthquakes.
wood, Ohio, and Sister Mary
Under Fr. Stechschulte's direc- '- Gertrude and Sister Mary Gertion, supersensitive new instru- vase, Toledo, Ohio.
·
ments were blueprinted and deA Requiem Low Mass was held
veloped in Xavier laboratories to in st. Robert Bellarmine Chapel
measure the extent of earth's at 10 a.m. Monday. Burial was in
inner convulsions 100 to 400 miles the Jesuit Cemetery at Milford
beneath the surface.
Novitiate.
Recently, in association with
Very Rev. William J. Schmidt,

quakes. He had also served as
Editorial Adviser for The News.
Fr. Stechschulte, who was 61
years old, had been in failing
health. He continued with his
work in research and instruction
of physics students, despite of the
fact that his vascular system was
not properly functioning. His students and other members of the
faculty who knew of his ill
health were often amazed by his
capacity for work.
Between 1944 and 1947, Fr.
Stechschulte served as president
of the Seismological Section of
the American Geophysical Union.
He first became interested in
seismological research at St.
Louis University, where he assoFr. Stechschulte is shown examining a graphic record which he
ciated with the prominent geo- usell to inter1>ret deep focus earthquakes. He developed several new
physicist, Rev. James· B. Macel- instruments fo,r measuring the extent of earthquakes.
wane, S.J.
After completing studies for the physics department of St. S.J., provincial of the Chicago
his doctorate at the University of Louis University, Fr. Stech- Province of the Society of Jesus
California in 1932, Fr. Stech- schulte engaged in a project con- said the funeral Mass.
cerning the recording and interpreting of microbarometric waves
Ior predicting weather.
Fr. Stechschulte was chairman
of the University Committee on
(Continued from Page 1)
Pre-Medical Studies and a memdent; and Bob Manley, secretary. ber of the Academic Council and
Rev. John H. Reinke, S.J., in- the Committee on Rank and Tenstructor in psychology, is moderator of the 114 year old Philopedian Society.
There will be 12 debates going
on concurrently during each of
Weddings A Specialty
the three rounds which are
scheduled for 10:00 a.m., 1 :00
p.m., and 2:30 p.m. Students and
REASONABLE PRICES
friends are welcome to listen to
ONE·WAY
any of the 36 debates that will
Call KI 7643
Akron .................................. $5.60
take place tomorrow.
Atlanta ................................ 9.15
Canton ................................ 5.80
Charleston .......................... 5.10
Chicago .............................. 8.'10
For
Cleveland .......................... 5.60
Columbus .......................... 2.'JO
Detroit ................................ 8.00
GOOD TASTE
EvansvHle .......................... 5.40
Huntinston ........................ t.10

.

ID

Ivory Black
Indigo Brown
Slate Grey
What will the "Vibrant·
Look" do for you?
You'll look taller .. .
you'll look trimmer .. .
you'll look slimmer
than ever beforel
THE "VIBRANT LOOK"

-suits, styled from
unusual imported
fabrics, with tailored
features previously'
found only in custom·
made $200 suits
are yours from

.I

149. 75

~ .. 'rx~:

"Vibrant Look" Sport Coat; f~~;

129· 7S

lf11believably Perfect
witli Refreslii11g Mint and Cog11ac Accessories!

MoilJ

snenth

~!central

downtown

Saturday Tourney
Hosts Ten Schools

Karches Photos

Going Home for Easter or Anytime

·1

I
Dependable • Low Cost I
I
ONE-WAY
Knoxville .......................... $8.30 I /
Indianapolis ...................... Z.'10
Lesinston .......................... I.BO
Lima .................................... 3.45 I
Louisville .......................... Z.'15
Parkersburr ...................... 4.35 I
Pittsbursh .......................... 'J.10
St. Louis ............................ 'J.30
Toledo ................................ 5.80 I
Vincennes .......................... 4.05
I
Plus U.S. Tax

BY GREYHOUND

·Convenient •

GOOD HEALTH

I

Bir EXTRA Savtnrs On Round Trip Ticket.

ICE CREAM and MILK

'f'-14rMJ~

••• and to 'hundred• of places
tll• 1en1otlonal new
Scenicruiserand ,,.. HIGHWAY TRAVELER

I
I
I
....._.

Henry J. Schulhoff
City Passenger Agent
Greyhound Lines
Cincinnati 2, Ohio - PA-3720

An Independent Since 1842

I
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HOWLS FROM THE LAIR V onderbrink, Piontek Win
~:~:!;:;:~::=-Muskies End Season With Eve1
Lou Voted To Captainship;

By Brimo Woll/

Basketball's last fling into the Xavier spotlight of news
passed with the banquet held this past Tuesday at the Hotel
Sinton. The ··sphere of basketball is changing places with the
elongated egg of the pigskin.
It won't be long and Coach Connolly and his hopefuls
will be seen regularly running through passing, kicking, and
general drills with work on plays and the ever popular scrimmage. It is an interesting afternoon to watch the boys when
they're practicing out on the ground of Xavier Stadium, especially on scrimmage nights.

• • • • •

Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., and John Haley of The
News sports staff arc coordinating the various facets of put·
ting together a bridge tournament. Those who are interested
in either playing in the tournament or helping with the tremendous amount of behind the scenes work should stop in
and see Fr. Ratterman as soon as possible.
The tournament is an intercollegiate affair and will include most of the colleges around the country. The date is set
for March 16, and the place will be South Hall, where you
ca~ smoke. At the last tournament, which was held in the
Ca~ room, no smoking was permitted and for the inveterate
card player, the cigarette is a necessity.

Piontek received top honors
at the annual basketball ban- ·Xavier Conquers Redskh1s Of Miami Ju Fieldhouse;
quet held last Tuesday eve- Hof111n1111 Stars In His Final Basketball Appearance
ning in the Ballroom of the
· By John Haley
Hotel Sinton.
Before
a
crowd
somewhere
in the neighborhood of 3,500
Playmaker Vonderbrink was
voted captain of the 1955-56 Mus- the Xavier Musketeers brought down the curtain on the 1954keteers while prolific scorer Pi- 55 basketball season with a 80-74 win over the NCAA bound
ontek was voted the most valu- Miami Redskins. The win brought the Muskies record to 13
wins and the same number of setbacks.

• • • • •

The Xavier basketball team broke an attendance record
this year, attracting 4,281 fans per game, which is 232 more
people per game than last year's record setting overall attendance mark.
Dave Piontek bas scored more points than any other
junior in the history of the school, and his 877 points for two
years places him fourth in the rank of all time Xavier scorers.
His 15 complete games tics tb'c record of Middie Smith and
Fritz Margerum.
Jim Boothe and his seven complete games set a record
for sophomores, and his 307 points made him the tenth man
in Xavier history to score more than three hundred markers
in one season.

• • • • •

Xavier opponents who have been invited to post season
tournaments are Kentucky, Cincinnati, Dayton, Louisville,
and Memphis State-all of whom the Muskies faced twiceDave Piontek
Villanova, Canisius, and Miami-whom Xavier played once.
Of these thirteen games, the Muskies won four and lost nine. able player and was awarded
The Muskies won nin.e out of ten at home this year, while The News trophy donated each
losing ten of thirteen on the road and with a one and two year by Mr. Alex Sinclair of Cincinnati Garden, Inc.
record· at the Garden.
Seven members of the varsity
Other angles of the attendance mark are that Xavier
attracted 52,867 both in the fieldhouse and at the Garden and team received letters: Chuck
even more-58,438-on the road. The most people to see the Hofmann, Tom Mitchell, Dave
Muskies at one time was down at Lexington against the Ken- Piontek, Hank Schmidt, Dick
tucky Wildcats (12,300). Up to the latest figuves that we Schneider, Lou Vonderbrink, and
have, Xavier drew more people than. any other team on the Jimmy Boothe, with student
manager Vic Oberting also. being
Kentucky schedule.

Dolierty Fills Coachi1ig Spot;
Smytli, Finnell Complet~ Staff
By Cliarlie W oesle
On February 25, seventeen days before the start of spring
football practice, Harry "Mick" Connolly completed his staff
of assistant coaches for the coming year with the announcement that E~ Doherty, a star quarterback for Boston College
during his playing days and more recently head football coach
\

'·

at Arizona State College (Tempe)
and the University of Rhode
Island, was headed for Xavier.
Ex High School Coach
Doherty is leaving his present
post as football mentor at Lawrence High School, Lawrence,
Mass. to become the Muskies'
backfield coach. Already in the
fold from last year were X's line
boss, Bill Smyth and Freshman
Coach Bob Finnell.
"Smittie" is a one time tackle
for the Los Angeles Rams, performing on their Western Division championship teams of '49
and '50. He also got in a lot of
the pig skin sport as a tackle at
the University of Cincinnati,
Notre Dame, and Penn State during his collegiate days.

Finnell Returns

.--

Finnell's name has a familiar
ring to a lot of Musketeer partisians, not only because of his
work with the frosh last year but
also in light of his workhorse
feats as a halfback with the
famed Xavier elevens of '49, '50,
and '51. Bob· was elected to the
Legion of Honor in 1951 in addition to receiving recognition on
a number of post season "All"
teams.
As for Doherty, he is not alto·

gether unfamiliar with the Blue
and White gridiron antics, having been a party to some of them
back in 1951 when the Muskies
socked his Sun Devils 33-21 in
the Salad Bowl that year.
Ed has also tutored at the University of Notre Dame, Boston
College, and Punchard High
School, Andover, Mass., his high
school alma mater.

BC Graduate
The new backfield assistant,
now 36, married, and the father
of five children, was a teammate
of Mick Connolly at Boston College in 1941 and '42. In 1944, his
senior year at B.C., he managed
among other thingsf'to receive a
AB degree, win a11-East and allAmerica honorable mention, and
play in the East-West Shrine
game at San Francisco.,
While at Arizona State, Doherty's elevens set two national records (they led the nation in total
offense in 1950 and hold the all
time record for average number
of first downs-22-per game in
one season), and his backfields
were well recognized for their
explosive suddeness-all of which
breeds optimism for XU's TD potential this comin1 fall.

presented an award:
Frosh receiving numeral sweaters were Stu Courchaine, Larry
Dillon, Red Elwer, Tom Fischer,
Stan Glaser, Bill Kenny, Tony
Olberding, F7anny Stahl, Frank
Tartarton, Ray Tomlin, and manager Pat· Maroney.
The Very Rev. James F. Maguire, S.J., said that he was well
satisified with the record of the
team in view of the cpmpetition
faced.
.
Athletic Director Al Stephan
called each of the varsity players
to the microphone for a short
statement.

Seven Squads In
Intramural Finals
By Jack Cherry
The Cherry Pickers and
Welcome Tourist finished the
regular intramural basketball
season with perfect marks of
eight wins and no losses to
win the championships of
League I and III, respectively.
In League II the Spudnutts captured the title with a seven won,
one lost record.
Flo Sokolowski took the individual laurels with 198 points for
a 24.6 per game average.
Drawings have been made for
the single elimination tournament · which begari Tuesday,
March 8 and winds up with the

B11•rin1'1 Phar•••Y
The Drug Store Closest To
Xavier Universit11

3818 llont1oaae1'1 Road
Dirose 3708

Xavier led from the opening
minute of the game, although the
'Skins made a valiant attempt to
overtake the Muskies in the closinit_ moments of the game. With
DuRe Schneider and Lou Vonderbrink pacing the way in the first
half, Xavier led by 15 points at
one time and was ahead by a
score of 46-32 at half.
Xavier hit 17 goals from the
field for a first half average of
36%, while Miami hit 11 of 33
for 33%.
Iii the second period, a rejuvenated Miami team came from
the dressing room. Although they
were the same five men that
played the opening half, they began to shoot and pass like an
NCAA team should. Tommy Bryant, 6'4" guard and Ray Kennon,
hot-shot forward, paced the visitors as they closed the gap to
76-70 with three minutes to go.
Then the expert eye of Jim
Boothe was good for four points
and Piontek for two, and X was
home.
Chuck Hoffman, Xavier captain, playing his last game in a
blue and white u1,.1iform, put together three baskets and six free
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Won 1:1, Lost 1:1
• overtime period

throws for a total of 12 points
and also bagged 18 rebounds.
Other bright spots in the Xavier lineup were Duke Schneider
who ended the season with 20
points and Jim Boothe who came
through with 18 for the blue battalion.
Ray Kennon led the 'Skins
with eight baskets and four from
the charity line for 20 points,
while teammates Fox and BryIn the. fail
ant hit for 14 and 11 respectively. the Redskins i:

Final Basketball Statistics
PLAYER
Dave Piontek, C
Jimmy Boothe, G
Dick Schnelder, F
Lou Vonderbrlnk. G
Chuck Hofmann, F
Hank Schmidt, F
Franny Stahl, G
John Albrlnck, F
Jim O'Connell, G-F
Bill Veith, G
Tom l\lllchi!U......C
Ray Tomlin, GI
Xavier Totat..
Opponents Total~

G
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:w
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11
20
20
lK

1\1
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Ii
- 1111 HS 188' 683 .1178 82G G'7
- 1100 185:: 11117 .371 71i2 GIG
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ss~2ur.2u
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finals on March 14. Seven teams
are in this year's tournament and
the only bye was drawn by Cottage B.
In opening round games: the
Spudnutts (7-1)' vs. Welcome
Tourists (8-0); Elet 3B (6-2) vs.
Cherry Pickers (8-0); and Perfect Loafess (7-1) vs. Elet Annex
(6-2).
The intramural tournament
closes out the 1954-55 basketball
season.

THE SHIRT
LAUNDRY
3616 Montgomery Road
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Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
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tek Win Top Awards
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In the faat action of the second half against Miami, in which
the Redskins pulled to within striking distance after tralllng at the
intermission 46-32, a Miami forward jumps up for a shot while Xavier
center Dave Piontek strains with upr~ised arm to block the ball.
Outgoing Muskie captain, Chuck Hofmann, watches the battle, moving
up his elbows in preparation for taking the rebound.
Photo by Karches

Roses Close ·league Lead Of Sophs;
Hilltoppers; Blazers Trail Right Behind
So11l1s Also Lead Averages;
Season's Records Stand
The number one and num·
ber two teams in the Xavier
Bowling Le ague battered
head-on this past week, and
the Four Roses picked up a
valuable game on the league
leading Four Sophs by whipping
them two out of three.
The middle game of the series
was won by a strike in the last
frame 710-709 to give the Four
Roses the advantage. The other
top teams kept their respective
positions, but lower in the standings three teams resolved into an
eighth place tie.
The Hilltoppers and the Blazers
each gained two games on the
Four Sophs by sweeping through
their afternoon of bowling while
Welcome Tourists and the Splits
both drew one game closer to the
·leader.
·
The season's records remain
unviolated by this we'ek's play
with the Squares' 816 ten frame
score still high for the season.
Jim Dusablon and his 225 game
were still the top individual performance of the kegling year.
The Four Sophs not only lead
the league in the won and lost
column but also lead in pin average in a league where the handicap can become an important
factor.
Four Sophs 29-'J
Four Roses 28-8
Hilltoppers 22-14
Blazers 21¥2-14¥2
Welcome Tourists 19%-16%
Splits 18-18
· Alley Cats 15-21
Hungry Four 14-22
Squares 1~·22
Playboys 14-22·
Four Threats 13-23
St. Louis Blues 8-28

Rifle Club Trounces Bearcats
As Jacl{ Co11nolly Sparl{s XU

Pictured above are three top members of the rifle team: Wlll
Wittekind, Jim Albers, and .Joe Witsken (L to R).

In a period of heavy com·
petition, the ROTC Rifle Club·
team has scored a se,ries of
sweeping high placements. In
a hot shoulder match last Saturday afternoon, the host Xavier
· team trimmed the University of
Cincinnati by thirty-eight points
on the range. ,
High man in the match was senior team veteran Jack Connolly.
The two teams are scheduled to
meet at least once more this year.
The announcement by the Office of the Commanding General
of the 2nd Army at Ft. Meade
last week, of the results of the
Army-wide "William Randolph
Hearst Trophy" matches, showed
the Xavier team in tenth place
in a field of eighty-five, inching

------------------------------------------------·-------·-·--·
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WINSTON tastes good-like a cigarette 1houldl

:o., INC.
VOodburn 2474

SPRING DRILLS OPEN
On March 14 about
Muskies will turn out
practice.
Co-captains Don St.
Frank Sweeney will
Muskies through their

0

IBNTAL

DEN, LTD.

out its arch-rival, Kentucky by
three points. The team received
the congradulations of Lt. Col.
Jesse H. Brown, Professor of Military Science and Tactics for its
rating in the match.
In addition to these wins and
placing second in the Southwestern league match ta which it was
host Feb. 26, the club set a new
team record of 1899 out of a pos·
sible 2000 points, two weeks ago,
breaking the old record of 1877
set a month ago.

60 Xavier
for spring
John and
lead the
drilhl.
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• No wonder so many college men and women are getting to·
gether on Winston! It's the filter cigarette with real flavorfull rich tobacco flavor! And Winston also brings you a finer
'
filter.
It I works so effectively, yet doesn1t II t h"mII the t ast e.
Winstons are easy-drawing, too - there's no effort to puff!

r

.5iHoNe WINSTOlf
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Thailand Duty Claims ROTC Staffer

DOWN FRONT
By Mayo Mol16

The new year, which already has seen the release of several extraordinarily-·fine films, will be hard put to beat the
current film at the Hyde Park. The picture in question is
"Romeo and Juliet," a superb, lush, Italo-British production
which proves once again. that William Shakespeare was not
only a great playwright but perhaps the finest movie scripter in
the business.
Where oid Will had only the
rough boards of the Elizabethan
theatre to background his tale of
"fair Verona," Italian Director
Renato ("Two Cents Worth of
Hope") Castellani has the real
thing: sumptuous Renaissance
backgrounds from several of
Italy's best-preserved northern
cities-including Verona itself.
Against the nonpareil setting he
has staged, with the aid of Robert ("Henry V") Krasker's expertly muted color photography,
and an appropriately lavish musical score, one of the mm;t artful
and gracious Shakespeare presentations of all time.
Unfortunately, Scriptwriter
Shakespeare, like many of his
profession, finds his cherished
dialogue somewhat subordinated
to the rest of the picture's elements. The cuts are noticeably
heavy, ·and what is left is occasionally delivered with Jess
than perfect elocution, to say
nothing of understanding. Still,
moat of it is good Shakespeare,
and highly recommendable-as a
sample-for audiences that grow
early tired if confronted with a
lot of ·verbiage.
British Romeo Laurence Harvey's blinding passion may be a
little transparent, but Susan
Shentall is quite exquisite as his
lovely young Juliet, and makes
her own budding sensuality quite
convincing; both are refreshingly
younger (as they should be) than
the usual principals. Of the elder
cast, Sebastian Cabot is excellently pompous as the Signiore
Capulet, Flora Robson realistically dotish as Juliet's nurse. But
fhe warmest and best Shakespeare in the whole picture comes
from veteran a c t o r Mervyn
Johns. His happy, godly, and in- ,,
nocently crafty Friar Laurence is
one of the real joys of the film.
Actually, though the end result may not be traditional
Shakespeare; it easily stands with
the best of the cinematic brand.
The spoken poetry may be sparse
in comparison with the original,
but the poetry that meets the eye
and ear not only' fills the gap,
but fills it with such a studied,
classical elegance that one might
think Old Ma11ter Will did the
job himself.

• • •

Elsewhere in the city, at the
Albee, William Perlberg's "Country Girl" offers a drama as neatly modern as "Romeo and Juliet"
is grandly Renaissance. The film,
based on a play by Clifford
Odets, makes a powerful picture,
and-a rare thing these daysone that is both morally and dramatically sound. The fact that it
is done with such expert conciseness as well is a tribute to Paramount, to Writer-Director George
Seaton, and to the fine set . of
actors he employs.
"Country Girl" tells the· story
, of Frank Elgin, a former star who
has become an irresponsible
drunkard, and of the wife and
direetor who attempt to reclaim
him. Their efforts, and the results therefrom; are treated with
infinite understandine and deft

insight; in sum, they make a
warmly human document and
compelling screen fa1:e.
I could speak at length about
Bing Crosby's remarkably convincing portrayal of Elgin, or
Grace Kelly's outstanding performance as his bitter but steadfast wife, or perhaps William
Holden's excellent job as the patient if misunderstanding director. But suffice it to note that
"Country Girl" has received, for
its various virtues, seven Academy Award nominations. Though
it will encounter some stiff competition along the way, it should
still snare a goodly portion of
those seven. For it may well deserve them all.

By John J'nnFlnndern, Ne1v11 A.1111ocia1e Edilor
A special military mission will today claim· another member of the military staff and a devoted friend of the lot of
Xavier cadets. M/Sgt. James W. Smith, who has served on
the staff since Nov., 1951, leaves for a furlough and then for
Bangkok, Thailand, where he is to be assigned directly under

States on July 17, 1951 and was
sent to Fort Meade, Maryland.
Here he applied for and received
assignment to Xavier.
Expands Rifle Club
He reported here on Nov. 26,
1951, and began the task of building up the Xavier Rifle Club.
Under his guidance the club has
multiplied four times in size and
the scores and competition record
have never stopped climbing. In
addition to .the routine coaching
job, "Smittie", as he is known to
the riflemen, has been a personal
friend to the men in the club.
Sgt. Smith's wife, Patty, whose
spaghetti dinners for the teams
that set the records have become
a club fixture, has been a good
friend to Xavier and the· team
spirit. She and their twins, age
6, will join him in Thailand later.
Lt. Col. Jesse H. Brown, Professor of Military Science and
Tactics, praised Sgt. Smith highly before the guests at the Rifle
Club farewell party Saturday
night. "Sgt. Smith's work here
was splendid, and the Rifle Club
has continually grown and improved under his persevering·
guidance," Col. Brown stated in
his address of congratulations.

the ambassador and will be training Siamese troops for their important role in the critical de· fense of Asia.
Sgt. Smith was born in Lowelville, Ohio, a suburb of Youngstown, and grew up there. He was
a government ordinance inspector before he enlisted in the Navy
in May, 1943. He fought through
the South Pacific with the "Seabees" and was honorably discharged in Nov., 1945. He enlisted
in the Army on October 6, 1948
and was sent through the leaders
training course at Fort Ord, Cal.
He then was sent to Fort Hood,
Texas, and assigned to the 92nd
Armored Artillery. After graduating from the Artillery School
at Fort Sill, he returned to the
same unit, which left for Korea
on August 2, 1950.
M/Sgt. James W. Smith
Sgt. Smith's combat duty in
Korea began with the Inchon in- winter crisis to reach the Marine
vasion, and concluded with the retreat, his outfit was evacuated
historic Hungnam Beachhead. Af- from the beachhead on Dec. 24,
ter fighting through the savage 1950. He returned to the'.United
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I'ih@m~:1' Sm> RIGHT UP FOR

WCKV DROOl>L'ES f

. WHAT'S THIS?

For solution see
paragraph below. Droodle suggested
by Robert Bardole, University of Florida.

HAT SHILf IN CHINISI HAllRDASHIRY

PYRAMID IUILT IY
CRAIY MIXID-UP PHA•AOH

Roifer Beach Pierson
University of Virginia

Wayne Edwards
Texas A. & M.

to the hilt whenever you smoke.
Simply light up a Lucky and get Luckies' famous bet·
ter taste. Luckies taste better for good r~asons. First
of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. T4en, that
tobacco is toasted to taste better. "It's Toasted"-the
famous Lucky Strike process-tones up Luckies' light,
mild, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better.
Now for the Droodle above, titled: Better-tasting
Lucky smoke puffed by modern sculptor. Make a
monumental discovery. Next time you buy cigarettes,
try the better-tasting cigarette ... Lucky Strike.
ENJOY YOURSELF

WOMAN WITH LAHI HATHD ON HA1
PALLING INTO MANttOLI

U. .H IUNIC HIN flOM LOWll IUNIC

Nancy Collins
Uniuersity of Vermont

Ma:iine Swartt~
University of Pennsylvania

·1..

·'

DROODLEB, Copyright 1963 bll Roger Price

NON·CONfOIMllT IAINDIOP

Jana Haley
Washington University

..----------.. . ---------1j
COLLEGE SMOKERS
PREFER LUCKIESI

Luckies lead all other brands in
colleges-and by a wide marginaccording to an exhaustive, coastto-coast college survey. The No.
1 reason: Luckies taste better.
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The.Night Side of The News
Economies Course Taught By XU Grad
Tuesday·Thursday Economics Priuci11les Course
Taught By Robert F. Wiegel; Holds Two Degrees
By St1lly Evm1s
On Tuesday and Thursday evenings at 8:25, Xavier's Evening College offers a course in "Principles of Economics," with
Mr. Robert F. Wiegel as the instructor. Although the course
is just beginning, it comprises two full semesters of work. In
these two semesters the student will be given the foundation
fon his education in economics.
This will be the first time Mr.
Wiegel has taught at XUEC. A
native of Erlanger, Ky., he received his elementary and high
school training there. He then
attended Xavier University for
his education in economics. As an
undergraduate he majored in
economics and received his minor
in accounting. This was in 1949.
Completing his work in June of

1954, he received his Masters degree in Business Administration.
With his military service behind him, Mr. Wiegel is now
well on the way to advancement
in his chosen field. Thus far he
has done private accounting, has
been employed with the Andrew
Jergens Co. in accounting and
customer credit, and recently has
become connected with the Ki·oger Co. in the manufacturing de-

partment.
Upon completion of this course,
the student receives four credit
hours. He may then continue
until he receives the required
number of credits for his major.
·The field seems to be predominated by men, since Mr. Wiegel
revealed that there is only one
woman student enrolled in his
present class.

Navy Air Force Visits Xavier
Lt: Commander R. C.. Weible,
U.S. Navy, representative of the
Naval Air Station, Columbus,
Ohio, will visit Xavier on Wednesday, March 16, to interview
men who are interested in the
Naval Aviation Cadet flight

training program. Interviews will
be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Pat Levine, 1953 Xavier graduate, recently completed this program with his first solo flight at
the Naval Air Station in Milton,
Florida.

Perlurps Ymi And Tlae Ref Ct1n't Seem To Agree, ,
On JJi'lw Sl1a11ld Get The Free ThroM11.
But Yort'll BOTH Agree Tlaat Tlais la Best,
Riglit After Tlie Fint1l Whistle Blowa •••

ENJOY A DELICIOUS

SIXTY''

Put The Bottles Back!
The coke machine on the third
floor of the Evening College is
kept well stocked at all times
for student use. Students are
asked, however, to return empty
bottles to the racks provided.

PAGE SEVEN

"A

Join The Crowd At Your Nearest

SIXTY SECOND SHOP
Fountain Specials-Creamy Malts

Shufflin' Around
(Continued from Page 2)
tions in the past ten or so years.
Almost destitute of monks before
World War II, the monastery of
Gethsemani has increased tremendously since then. This reflects the growing need that man
feels, in the face of current
events, to get closer to God and
to lead a life in accordance with
God's plan. The prayers of these
living saints are one of our most
powerful weapons against the
onrush of communism. Men are
dividing into two completely opposite camps, that of Christ and
· that of the anti-Christ.

%9 CE.NTS?

JUST ENOUGH

TO PURCHASE
WILDROOT
CREAM-OIL!!-

KEEPS HAIR NEAT
AND NATURALRELIEVES DRYNESSP.EMOVES LOOSE
DANDRUFF. GET

WILDROor
CREAM·OIL,
CHARLIE.!!

1¥fdk into ltltdJle:l's Todiiy tuad
~01ne 011t

Wtdki11g 011 Ait•!

C1~osby

Sq11are's New
Ai1afilm Shoes
2

Th
The Bedford , . • o dressy-type
shoe in lightweight coif. Brown
or black
16.95
Th;: Winfield . • . a handsome
shoe in cordovan color. Styled
with the new rolled tiP--16.95

16·95

a11d

17·9 .i

The l1dest ht eomfort for 111e11 •••

go1Hf•lookh1g shoes "'Ith good 111am1ers • • •
When Crosby Squore Airfilm Shoes are on your feet,
you stand, walk, run; j~mp on AIR. Airfilm
is the new wonder material composed bf air tightly
sealed into elastic cells. Put weight on these
cells and air pressure is the result ... prot~cting your
·teet agciinst footsole shock. Airfilm shoes are
approved by the National Foot Health
·Council, protected by U. S. patents, and are
exclusive with Mabley's in Cincinnati.
MABLEY'S MEN'S SHOES

e

SECOND FLOOR

The Norwood , , • superbly
styled in redwood calf ovolloblct
in 90 1ise1 and widths, 5-14,
AA'1 to E. Sis11 above 12
11i9htly hither priced-17.95

The Beacon , • . tailored In
1oldon brown coif. Also in black
and Martin's Imported Albion
Scotch 1roin
17. 95

Sltop Mal1!ey's T0Jt11or1•&11v: 9:30 a. m. to 3:30 p. 10.
·..._

BUT, '/'OU
ALWAYS
CALLED ME
''MISS
PIMPLl<.TON'!!

~---....
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SOUTH HALL SURVEY
What do you think a Catholic college stu<lent should clo for Lent?
llcporter: Jerry /_,ymi
'Matt Gorham, '58: I think it is
a wonderful time for truthful
evaluation of what we really arc.
An authentic
opinion in the
eyes of God
might wake us
up.
It is also my
opinion that we
Catholics make
too many resolutions that
'
':-:
we kn ow we
~~......
can't keep. It
y:o;1ld be much better to make
a few small resolutions and stick
it' them. In fact, I think it would
be o[ more value to one if he
c.Edn't give up anything and
st::rted doing things such as
i;.0:~1g to Mass and Communion
fr2quc·ntly.

• • •

Joe Washle, '58: I believe that
n103t people think less and less
about Lent as they grow older.
Thi;; isn't good.
L~nt is a time
of sn.::rifice.
Ou·: Lord suff c red very
much for us,
i :1 c :· e r 0 l' e w e
sr,ould t r y to
niakc a few
sacriuces du r:iig th is short
pci·iod. If a
person thin!-:s that it is foolish
to i:;i c;e up a few \\'or Icily pleasures, (movic3, smoking, etc.)
1l 1?ll he sho ulcl do the best thing
pnssi'.)le: daily Mass and Communion.

Hans lingo Wolff, gracluatc
student: Isn't it one of the most
graceful times in the year of the
Church? We arc asked to be active in a SllCcial way of offering
ancl purification, for both spil·itual ancl Jlhysical reasons.
There arc certain rules, sure,
they at·c necessary but I think
that most is left to the }lcrsou
himself in preparing his own
way ancl spirit for the 11artnking
in the passion ancl resurrection of
our Lorcl.
"I am not yet 21," I hcarcl some
of the students saying. I do not
think that is the iclca at all. I
think it means simply that in
this six weeks everyone, as a
Christian, is asked to pay special
attention to the life of Christ.
There is no resurrection without
death, death in the sense of mortification.
I don't know, how successful I
will be, but 'pax hominibus bonae
voluntatis'. Ancl bcsicles that, it
wouldn't hurt me to loose
weight.

Accori11ti11,g· Men, Hectr Tolk 011, Faculty Members

Pay Increase
Tctsks Of Moclern, Cont:rollers Get
Xavier University this week

Students majoring in finance
and accounting and their faculties at Xavier and Miami universities and the University of Cincinnati attended a dinner meeting of the Cincinnati control of
th c Controllers' Institute of
America on the evening of Tuesday, March 8, in the University of
Cincinnati Union Building.
A panel representing public
utilities, retailing, manufacturing, and banking discussed "Today';; Controller." Members of
the panel were: Walter S. March,
vice-president of the Central
Trust Co.; John B. Lawson, plant
mnnager of the Ford Automatic
Transmission Division; Herbert
R. Bloch, Jr., controller and assistant treasurer of the John

MOVIE SUNDAY
"The Thirty-Nine Steps," Alfred Hitchcock mystery movie,
will be the feature sponsored by
the Dorm Council this Sunday,
March 13, at 7:30 p.m. in South
Hall. Admission price of 50 cents
will include refreshments as well
as the movie.

Shillito Co.; W. G. Barth, comptroller and director of the Cincinnati nnd Suburban Bell Telephone Co.; and M. Conner Harris,
controller of the Cincinnati
Chemical Works, Inc.
The next scheduled meeting or
the Accounting Society will be
held April 18.

Senior Class Gift
Pay1uenls Lagging
The Senior Class gift is well
on its way to becoming tangible.
Throughout the year the pledges
have poured in and have reached
the astronomical figure of
$1759.50. Although the pledges
have not reached 100 percent,
Bill Sweeney, President of the
Senior Class, is working to make
the class of 1955 the most generous in the uni\·c1·sity's history.
To elate only a rather low percentage o[ the pledges has been
paid. Only $530 has come in, but,
says Sweeney, ""We arc sure that
more will soon be paid and the
ground-work o( the class project
will soon be laid.''

granted $500 increases to all full
lime faculty members. In doing
so, the university realized the
first object in its 1955 fund appeal.
The Very Rev. James F. Maguire, S.J., Xavier president, said
that he was "highly gratified by
the immediate and generous response to the Xavier appeal." He
added that "it was evident business and industry agreed with
the policy of stemming the movement of faculty from the college
campus because of relatively low
salary rates."

Jesuit Joins Comm.miity
Rev. Gerald A. Fitzgibbons,
S.J., has recently returned to
the number o( Jesuits in the Xavier community. Although Fr. Fitzgibbons is not doing any teaching,
he has devoted some time to work
wth the students. Last Sunday,
March 6, he gave a Day of Rccollccton for members of the Soclali ty.
Father comes here after a period of hospitalization in Baltimore and recuperation at West
Baden College in Indiana.

-------~----·----

Corpo~.'alions Plan
Ca1l~HlUS
lntervie-ws
...
jj_

I-fa1c organiL:1ticns arc sending
rqJ!'2s::alativc:; to interview Xavier seniors in the near future.
Hq);·cs~11tati ves will come from
the l'~ro?.·~1: C<imp::iny, toclny; Ford
r.·:oto1· Company, March 14; Artlrn· Young Cnmpany, March 15;
U.S. Nav:v J\ir Force, March 16;
A:-thur An cl c 1· son Company,
M3!'Ch
17; The Formica Com1n;~y. I\:farch 18; Baldwin Piano
Compr.~iy, March 21; Northwester;i rv!'-1t~tal Life Insurance Company, l'.Iarch 22; and American
Imti:L!te Group, March 31.

'I'1 an"!.H.Y
·~
All
- owances '
Toi1i•'. of Program
''F:!mily Allowances" will be
th"J topic of the "Men of Xavier"
rad;o prngram Thursday, March
li', at 8:30 p.m. on radio station
\'iSAI.
n . >bcrt F. Cissell, assistant profos,;or of mathematics at Xavier
an:! dil'cC"'tor of the Xavier Family L:f~ Ir.stitute, will discuss the
;,·1bject with William Bocklage,
Xavier news bureau director.
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Buy

You'll SMILE your approval

CHESTERFIELD
today!

. tN THE WHOLE

WIDE WORLD_

of Chesterfield's smoothnessmildness- r~freshing taste.

You'll SMILE your approval
of Chesterfield's qualityhighest quality-low nicotine.

A

.

NO CIGARETTE

SATISFIES--tlKE' CHESTERFIELD

